CHIANTI SHIRE WINE TOUR

Between thousands of photos, a walk in a medieval village, a glass of
wine, and a typical Tuscan lunch you will be drawn into a magical, charming wine
adventure
Chianti Classico is definitely the most famous Italian red wine in the world.
The beauty of the landscape accompanied with the possibility to visit one or more
wineries during these sightseeing visits and to taste one of the best wines and
one of the best cuisine in Italy, will render the visit to this area an unforgettable
experience!

PROGRAM OF FOOD AND WINE TOUR :
Departure from Arezzo, Chianti direction passing through the fabulous streets
immersed in the woods, hills and waterfalls.
first stop; the choice between visiting the medieval castle of Brolio belonging to
the Ricasoli family and once the summer residence of the Italian royal family;

place on top 'of an isolated hill along the foothills of the backbone of Chianti. visit
the historic gardens of the castle or the medieval village of Il Borro, a jewel of
architecture and landscapes, still intact characterized by small craft shops, historic
shops and still kept alive by the famous Ferragamo family leader in the Italian
fashion. .
A few miles from the hamlets stop for one of the most prestigious vinery in the
area for our winery tour, production of the famous Chianti superior, knowing the
history of the grape, the tradition and the production of Chianti wine.
Stop for Lunch at a local tavern with the typical dishes in Arezzo.

ENERAL INFO:
Wine and food expert English Speaking guide
Wine tasting in one prestigious wineries
Visit 1 historical hamlet
Olive oil tasting
Air conditioning minivan with English speaking driver
Fuel charge , parking fee, highways feee
Lunch in a local restaurant ( 2 course meal with wine and water)
Booking: Reservations must be made about 1-2 months before, especially during the high
season or harvest periods (September - October) due the availability
Schedule time : Morning departure at 8 a.m. returning in the late Afternoon around 6 p.m.

How to book
If You require more details and information please contact us

info@mangiardivino.com -- fabmerli@gmail.com

+ 39 327 015 8492

